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STARTING IDEA OF THIS PRESENTATION:

DIRECT GAZE IN VIRTUAL REALITY AS A TOOL 

FOR QUESTIONING, EXPANDING, AND RE-NEGOTIATING ONE’S SELF

MAIN OBJECTIVES:

1. Identifying and discussing suitable models in the cognitive sciences for developing this idea

2. Presenting different variations of this idea in relation to different kinds of VR products



a. «PARTICIPATORY SENSE-MAKING» (De Jaegher and Di Paolo 2007; Fuchs and De Jaegher 2009)

FOCUS ON THE ROLE OF THE (DIRECT) GAZE

b. «WATCHING EYE EFFECTS» (Conty et al. 2016)



a. PARTICIPATORY SENSE-MAKING

• INDIVIDUAL LEVEL  SENSE-MAKING 

= The interactive process through which an organism assigns meaning and value to its environment
(Thompson & Stapleton 2009)

• SOCIAL DOMAIN  PARTICIPATORY SENSE-MAKING 

= The coordination of intentional activity in interaction, 

whereby individual sense-making processes are affected 

and new domains of social sense-making

can be generated that were not available to each individual on her own»

(De Jaegher & Di Paolo 2007, 497)



MEDIATORS OF PARTICIPATORY SENSE-MAKING

THE ROLE OF (DIRECT) GAZE

«Just like limbs, the gazes act as extensions of the subjective bodies 

and form a system of mutual incorporation [i.e., participatory sense-making]» 

(Fuchs & De Jaegher 2009, 474)

« […] the contact of gazes is certainly one of the most intense forms 

of social interaction and understanding»

(Fuchs & De Jaegher 2009, 475)

The relation between interactors is mediated through eye contact, facial expressions, voice, touch, gesture 
and other kinds of intentional actions.



THE EFFECTS OF DIRECT GAZE IN SOCIAL INTERACTION

b. «WATCHING EYE EFFECTS»

ATTENTION CAPTURE

SELF-REFERENTIAL 
PROCESSING

Self-awareness

Self-relevant
memory

Pro-social 
actions

Positive appraisal of others

(Conty et al. 2016, 188)



SELF-REFERENTIAL 
PROCESSINGDIRECT GAZE

=

«Experience that the present contextual information is strongly 

related to one’s own person» (Conty et al. 2016, 187)

When someone looks directly at us we become more aware of our self 

and we are more likely to refer what happens in the interaction to ourselves.

Transformative potential of the direct gaze:

Direct gaze = occasion to rethink ourselves in relation to the other in the 

interaction and to the nature and context of the interaction itself.



WHY SHOULD ALL THIS BE APPLICABLE TO VIRTUAL REALITY?

The problem arises in particular with regard to PARTICIPATORY SENSE-MAKING

 It is supposed to happen in real life and involve two (or more) intentional beings

YES, HOWEVER…

In virtual reality, we interact with AI-based avatars

May we speak of participatory sense-making in relation to our interaction with avatars?



Tentative answer: YES, WE MAY (TRY)

• PLACE ILLUSION (PI) = «illusion of being in a place in spite of the sure knowledge that you are not there»

• PLAUSIBILITY ILLUSION (Psi) = «illusion that what is apparently happening is really happening (even though 

you know for sure that it is not)»



«Consider in a virtual reality that there is the appearance of a woman standing in front of you. 

Perceptually there is something there, in the same space as you […]. This is PI. 

Now she smiles at you and asks you a question, and you automatically find yourself smiling back 

and responding to her question, even though you know that no one is there. [This is Psi]»

(Slater 2009, 3553)



TO SOME DEGREE, 

WE MAY HAVE «REAL» INTERACTIONS AND «REAL» GAZE EXCHANGES IN VR

HOWEVER,

NOT ALWAYS IN THE SAME WAY

IMPORTANCE OF:

• THE SUGGESTED NATURE OF THE VR-BASED CONTEXT OF INTERACTION

• THE SUGGESTED NATURE OF THE VR-BASED INTERACTOR

STRUCTURE OF DIEGESIS



DIEGESIS

= The environment in which the characters of a story exist, perceive, perform different cognitive processes, act, 
and interact with other characters and objects in the same environment

 The «story world»

(Souriau 1951; Branigan 1986, 1992)

In cinema, is supposed to be separated from the spectators’ «real word»

not only ontologically, but also spatially

Space of 
diegesis

Space of 
spectators



In virtual reality, the spectator is located at the center of a 360° representation

 The spatial separation presupposed by cinema is eliminated

Two opposite solutions = two extremes of a spectrum

 Spectator

ABSOLUTE DIEGETISATION

Diegesis takes over the spectator

 The spectator is deprived of their real nature

END OF DIEGESIS

 Spectator

Space of diegesisSpace of diegesis

The spectator takes over diegesis

 The space is deprived of its diegetic nature



 Spectators

ABSOLUTE DIEGETISATION

Diegesis takes over the spectator

 The spectator is deprived of its real nature

END OF DIEGESIS

 Spectators

Space of diegesisSpace of diegesis

The spectator takes over diegesis

 The space is deprived of its diegetic nature

TYPICAL OF «ENTERTAINMENT VR»
(VR games or movies)

TYPICAL OF «SERIOUS VR»
(training, pro-social, educational VR)



ABSOLUTE DIEGETIZATION - Example

Medal of Honor: Above and Beyond 
(Respawn Entertainment, 2020)






SOME WORKING NOTES:

• Multiple character’s direct gaze towards us Focus on our «self»

Medal of Honor: Above and Beyond 

• Only partial interaction

 No speech allowed; We respond to one character’s invitation to place ammuntion and fighters

If we want to take part properly in the participatory sense-making suggested by the context, 

we need to bracket our real self and embody an imaginary self

• BUT We are asked to impersonate a diegetic character:

We are not addressed as ourselves, but as the «Lieutentant» of the game 



END OF DIEGESIS - Example

VirtualSpeech - Soft Skills Training with VR and Simulations






VirtualSpeech

SOME WORKING NOTES:

• Multiple characters’ direct gaze towards us Focus on our «self»

• AND We are asked to engage in the interaction as ourselves:

It is us to have to be trained and to perform better in real life

If we want to take part properly in the participatory sense-making suggested by the context, 

we need to embrace our real self;

To some extent, we must also take the character to be real.

• Only partial interaction

 «Speech» allowed only in the form of multiple-choice textual inputs



What is between the extremes of the spectrum?

ABSOLUTE DIEGETISATION END OF DIEGESIS



A HYBRID CASE

First Steps (Oculus Quest 2)






First Steps

SOME WORKING NOTES:

• Character’s direct gaze towards us Focus on our «self»

• Are we asked to interact as ourselves? 

Or are we supposed to imagine ourselves as «something» similar to the character?

There are less strict rules to engage in the kind of participatory sense-making suggested.

We arguably have more freedom as to how to put our self in the interaction.

• Remarkably complete and life-like interaction!



OPEN QUESTIONS

• Are «participatory sense-making» and «watching eye effects» suitable models for understanding
the direct address in virtual reality?

• If so, how to deepen my analysis in order to build VR-adapted versions of the model?

• If not, what are the main difficulties that prevent these models to be suitable?

• How to explore further the consequences of embodying different «selves» in VR- based interactions?

THANK YOU! 

• How to explore further the role of the gaze in these interactions?
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